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Abstract. In this paper, we draw inspiration from the Discordant Chronic
Comorbidity Care (DC3 ) model. The model recognizes the complexities
of DCCs and incorporates key strategies for assessing and addressing
the complexities of DCCs care. We worked with user experience design
experts over several design sprints to come up with a conceptual design.
It became clear early on that because of the changing DCCs care needs,
there is no one-size-fits-all solution for DCCs needs. Thus, the effective
care of DCCs requires a holistic approach. The holistic approach involves
designers collecting multiple individual tools and mapping those tools to
specific needs for DCC care and treatment, which ultimately results in
the creation of an ecosystem. We discussed how this ecosystem may be
optimized and personalized using machine learning to address individual
DCCs needs. Furthermore, putting together these multiple sets of tools
could introduce an engineering challenge. We provide strategies and recommendations for future work to address these engineering challenges
and how to make a theoretical concept adaptable to technology.
Keywords: Discordant chronic comorbidities · Designing with experts
· Design sprints.

1

Introduction

Patients with complex needs face many challenges, such as Discordant Chronic
Condition (DCCs). DCCs have unrelated or contradicting care and treatment
plans, for example, depression, arthritis, or end-stage renal disease is discordant to type-2 diabetes [23]. Type-2 diabetes is often co-occurring with DCCs
[22]. Thus, the effective DCCs treatment involves treating the primary condition
(Type-2 diabetes) plus varied concurrent conditions (i.e., arthritis, depression,
or both) and mitigating the risks of developing additional conditions or severe
symptoms [10, 22, 2]. In this situation, every new development in a patient’s
health, a new disease, treatment, or procedure often leads to new conflicts. Like
single chronic diseases, effective treatment of DCCs may require prioritizing and
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making trade-offs. However, these treatment plans are more complex for patients with type-2 diabetes and DCCs. There may be single chronic conditions
that portray characteristics similar to DCCs, (i.e., cancer or Parkinson’s) by requiring individualized treatment plans, coordination of multiple providers, and
consultation of multiple resources, however, these conditions often have a defined
disease trajectory and may present fewer challenges than the DCCs.
Recently, a plethora of models, systems, mobile apps, and linked devices have
become available to help individuals manage comorbidities [29, 7, 13, 8]. However,
these tools, theories, and models are targeted to a specific goal or disease and
are therefore unable to adapt as a user’s disease needs evolve over time or alter
with context [20].
In this study, we worked with a design team over several design sprints (sessions) to design for complex and dynamic patient needs, especially for the patient
who has DCCs. To do this, we draw inspiration from the Discordant Chronic
Comorbidity Care (DC3 ) model [redacted for anonymity] that recognizes the
complexities of DCCs care and incorporates key strategies for i) assessing and
addressing DCCs care, ii) adapting to an individual’s varying goals and needs,
and iii) working closely with healthcare providers who understand the disease
and the patients who are living with DCCs.
We provide three main contributions in this paper: i) we show a case study
of how to use design sprints in a complex design context (the case study can be a
model for future studies), ii) we propose an ecosystem that seeks to address the
challenges of managing DCCs, and iii) we discuss strategies to further optimize
and standardize the proposed ecosystem to better address the complexities of
DCCs care.

2

Background

In this section, we discuss theories and models relevant to multiple chronic conditions care. We also, present an overview of tools suggested by DC3 model for
DCCs care and support.
2.1

Theories and models in multiple chronic disease care

In Human-Computer Interaction, Personal Informatics, and healthcare, models
and theories are being used to guide people in i) deciding what information to
gather, ii) deciding what tools to use, iii) discerning what needs are pertinent,
and iv) participating in shared decisions. For example, Hayes et al. [5] show how
cancer patients’ physical and emotional needs evolve as cancer progresses over
time. The journey care framework depicts the responsibilities, challenges, and
personal impacts that patients face while transitioning from diagnosis through
post-treatment survivorship [8]. These models have consequently informed the
design of decision aids to assist patients in difficult decisions [7, 8], and support
clinicians in including patient preferences into illness management [7, 14].
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Further, theories and their applications are used in interventions targeting
behavioral risk factors (e.g smoking, [24]), encouraging health-protective behaviors (e.g., health screening, [3]), and improving adaptation to chronic and acute
illness (e.g., adherence to medical advice, [17]), addressing clinical problems including depression [1], diabetes management [13], and other behaviors). These
models and theories, and interventions that implement these models and theories show that specific strategies or constructs may work for one group of people
while another strategy works for other populations. However, these studies do
not account for patients with DCCs who have multiple and interacting experiences. These multiple and interacting experiences is the topic of this paper.
There are systems looking to address multiple needs. For instance, HealthKits are being used to help people with multiple conditions to use different tools
to navigate their situation. Health-Kits can interface with many care systems,
however, they are unable to resolve conflicts that you often find in DCCs and
it is usually static configuration and does not evolve over time as DCCs would
require. The second consideration is a multi-component application for comorbidity support [27]. However, a multi-component system is limited to specific
integrated interventions, which limits the ability of the patient with DCCs to
choose tools appropriate for their care needs.
2.2

DC3 model and tools

In our prior work, we explored the patients’ perspectives [18, 20] and providers’
perspectives [19] and proposed a conceptual care model (DC3 ) [21]. The DC3
model suggested tools to support patients with DCCs in every stage of management (i.e., information comprehension, treatment plan decision making, and
treatment plan implementation). They include tools: for a single-stage, to transition between care stages, to simplify complexities, and to coordinate multiple
healthcare providers.
– Tools for a single stage
We suggested tools to be used in a single stage to help patients organize
information across multiple conditions instead of focusing on a single condition or type of data. For example, tools that help patients collect all of the
different treatment recommendations made by their various providers and
evaluate them simultaneously and tools to help patients track their progress
for the entire plan and not just individual components.
– Tools for transitions between stages
We suggested tools that help patients transition from one stage to the next,
including tools that help patients quickly communicate with all providers
and adjust the plan, without a patient having to wait days or weeks to see
their various providers. We also included tools to support patients in recording any potentially relevant information and to support providers in filtering
that information into the most urgent and relevant items of information.
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– Tools to simplify the complexity.
We suggested tools to simplify complexity in care, such as, tools that help
patients break down larger treatment goals into smaller, achievable tasks
reflecting the patient’s capabilities. We also suggested tools that support
patients and providers in recording, reviewing, and starting/stopping treatment plans.
– Tools for coordinating with multiple providers.
We suggested tools for supporting multiple healthcare providers and patients
to collaboratively digest and process new information, as well as seek professional verification of the new information. Additionally, we suggested tools
that can help patients navigate conflicting advice and prioritize different aspects of their treatment plans. Finally, we also suggested tools that provide
an overview of the patient’s severe symptoms resulting from multiple interacting chronic conditions as well as progressive symptoms that may become
problematic at a later time.
In this paper, we take these suggestions and engage a team of professional
designers/design experts through design sprints to design for the multiple and
interacting experiences of DCCs.

3

Methods

This section describes three design sprints to produce ideas and a conceptual tool
to support patients with DCCs in prioritizing their care and communicating with
multiple providers. These design sprints were guided by the following two design
questions(DQs):
– (DQ 1) How might a patient use this conceptual design idea to set goals
and navigate their situation during the time of crisis, during times of change,
and when symptoms are stable? and
– (DQ 2) If implemented, will this design help a patient prioritize their treatment and communicate with their multiple healthcare providers?
In our prior research [18, 20, 19], we explored the following: i) how technology
might help patients with DCCs to prioritize their treatment and communicate
with multiple healthcare providers, ii) how designs might help patients with
DCCs set goals and navigate their situation during the time of crisis and change,
and when their symptoms are stable, and iii) how we might present and foster
interaction with a tool that allows patients with DCCs to do this prioritization
and goal setting, and iv) what patients’ experiences with a tool may be like.
We are using these findings to explore the DCCs design space and to supplement these research questions, we are introducing two specific design questions
(DQ 1 and DQ 2).
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A case Study

To answer our research question and design questions, we used the Design Sprint
technique to engage the design experts. The idea of design sprints was first
introduced by ”Google Ventures” to tackle critical business problems and design
viable solutions within five days [16]. A Design Sprint often consists of five
stages, which include: i)understand, ii) diverge, iii) decide, iv) prototype and v)
validate. [26]. Because of limited resources in this study (we did not have full
time engineers to build prototypes), we set out to complete the first three stages.
In the first Design Sprint (understand), we focused on introducing participants
to the care needs of patients with DCCs and creating a journey map of patients’
actions. A journey map is a visualization of the process that a person goes
through in order to accomplish a goal [6]. In the second Design Sprint (diverge),
we explored several potential design strategies and tools for DCCs care and
support. We then narrowed our focus and explored a conceptual ecosystem in
the third Design Sprint (decide). Each subsequent Design Sprint was dependent
on the activities of the previous Design Sprint. Below we discuss these activities
in further detail.
Design Sprint 1, has two parts, part A and part B. The purpose of the Design
Sprint 1, part A, was to introduce the participants to the challenges of supporting and caring for patients with DCCs. The session started with an ice breaker,
where participants briefly introduced themselves and talked about what their
day in life is like. This was followed by the researcher giving a brief presentation
about the DCCs challenges that need to be addressed through design. In the presentation, the researcher also presented the design opportunities that included
tools that support patients with DCCs in every stage of their care (see Background section for details). After the presentation, the researcher asked the
participants to read through the patient scenario that demonstrates the daily
life of a patient with DCCs (see below).
In the Sprint 1, Part B, the researcher began the session by reviewing themes
from Design Sprint 1, Part A. The researcher used the patient’s scenario to reflect
and solicit comments from participants. The participants then created a journey
map showing how the patient and providers interacted in the study scenario. The
researcher led a discussion about the features of the journey maps that stood
out.
Design Sprint 2 started by the researcher reminding participants of the ideas
generated in the Design Sprint 1 and ensuring everyone had a common understanding and focus of the study. The participants then brainstormed design ideas
for a conceptual tool, filtered those ideas, and mapped the ideas and tools to
meet the needs and pain points they identified. In Design Sprint 3, the participants combined multiple tools together to form an ecosystem and discussed how
this ecosystem may work to address needs of patients with DCCs.
The first author facilitated each Design Sprint, which lasted 60-90 minutes.
Each Design Sprint was initiated by an ice breaker, followed by a presentation
(sprint 1 part A) or reflection (for sprint 1 part B, sprint 2, and sprint 3), and
then the probe.
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Probe: Jeff, is dealing with type-2 diabetes, arthritis, and severe depression. All of which present continuously changing disease episodes
and drug interactions. Jeff needs to set and monitor his treatment goals
and to learn about other activities to improve his health. Jeff also needs
to monitor and communicate his current level of function. To do these
activities effectively, Jeff will need to consult and coordinate his care
with multiple providers.
This probe was followed by leading question:
”How might designs help Jeff set goals and navigate their situation during
the time of crisis and change, and when their symptoms are stable?”.
In addition, as the participants started each Design Sprint, the researcher
used the suggested tools for DCCs care (which are described in Background section) to narrow the scope of the participants’ ideation and design focus. The
participants used the shared miro-board (an online visual collaboration platform for teamwork [11]) to record, share, brainstorm, and sketch conceptual
ideas/designs with each other.
All the materials (including the zoom recordings and miro-board sketches)
for each Design Sprint was collected for analysis by the researcher and for preparation for the next Design Sprint. The researcher’s analysis process was guided
by DQ4 and DQ5
3.2

Scenario

Here we provide, a summary of the scenario, a full summary is one and a half
pages and is available in our website (http://tongwere.com/category/project/).
The scenario describes the life experience of Jeff (patient with DCCs). Jeff is
restless, experiences sad moods and fatigue such that his mobility and independence are affected. When symptoms come up (or interactions), Jeff gets a
recommendation from his provider (Dr. Zoo) to see a psychiatrist, Dr. Depreux.
Jeff calls Dr. Depreux, who gives him some directions, but Jeff is also dealing
with type-2 diabetes symptoms. And he ends seeing another provider, Dr. Beetishis diabetes doctor who gives him another directive. Dr. Beetis didn’t have a full
understanding of Jeff’s arthritis and refers Jeff to Dr. Arthur. So, Jeff calls Dr.
Arthur and gets additional directions. And slowly, Jeff’s care process becomes
complicated and expensive.
3.3

Participants

We recruited a total of five (N=5) user experience (UX) designers. Three (N=3)
work with health-related firms, one (N=1) works with a top non-profit IT corporation, and the remaining participant is a freelance user experience designer.
One of the five designers leads a large team of designers and engineers, another
is a senior user experience designer, and the remaining three participants are
UX designers researchers.
This study was approved by our University’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB).

Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length
Participant
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

3.4

Experience
5+ years
5+ years
5+ years
8+ years
10 + years
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Job title
UX Designer
UX Designer
UX Designer
Senior UX Designer
leads a large team of designers and engineers
Table 1. Participants

Analysis

The first author did the thematic analysis after each design sprint and then
met with the research team to decide what results we are going to use in the
next design sprint. The analysis process began as soon as each design sprint
concluded and continued up to when all design sprints were completed. The
analysis and design process was iterative, the result of the one sprint informed
the results of the succeeding sprint. For sprint one, parts A and B, we extracted
all the answers and evaluated those answers. In part B, we started by leading
experts in reflecting on items they have suggested in part A. Six(6) sub-themes
emerged out of that analysis. We iterated on these themes to create two(2) major
themes (problems and pain points, and interactive solutions for DCCs care and
support). After Design Sprint 2, we analyzed the data collected and four major
themes emerged and were further iterated. This iteration resulted in a focus on
an ecosystem in Sprint 3. When the three design sprints concluded, we analyzed
the data and extracted four (4) sub-themes. We further iterated on these themes
and came up with two main themes: i) critical components of an ecosystem for
DCCs support, and ii) considerations for an ecosystem for DCCs support.

4

Findings

In this section, we highlight the findings of the three design sprints and talk
about how these findings influenced our design iterations. Because of limited
space and page limits, we are not discussing them in detail. We will discuss the
process of design sprints (case study) in the discussion section.
4.1

Design sprint 1: (Understand)

In design sprint 1, part A, the researcher, and participants highlighted problems
and pain points they found to be prominent and that should be addressed. In
part B, we reviewed and reflected on the identified pain points, the participants
then created a journey map showing how the patient and providers interacted
in the study scenario. The participants used the journey map to emphasize the
pain points in the patient care process and to ensure there is some continuity
in their view of DCCs care needs. They also discussed technologies and other
design ideas that could support patients in navigating their care process. We
show some of those pain points in (figure: 1) and the journey map in (figure:
2).
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Fig. 1. Narrowing the design problems and design insights
Figure showing the needs of the patients with DCCs that experts believe to
be prevalent. These needs occur during patients’ clinical encounters, data collection and sharing, treatment decision making, and implementation of those
treatment plans. The figure emphasizes the moments of the patient’s life and
barriers they face and solutions to those barriers, for example, communication, mood swings/depression, conflicting and overwhelming treatment plans
medications.

Fig. 2. DCCs Journey Map [6]
Showing a visual presentation of the process that a patient with DCCs goes
through in order to get help. This process includes i) a patient’s symptoms, ii)
a patient’s treatment plan, iii) a patient’s interactions with health care systems,
iv) barriers affecting those interactions, and vi) support strategies and tools to
help a patient navigate their care

4.2

Design sprint 2: (Diverge)

In Design Sprint 2, participants expanded and reflected on the problems and
pain points, and interactive solutions for DCCs care and support themes they
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identified in Sprint 1 part A and part B. Participants discussed how addressing
DCCs issues requires engaging patients in multiple different ways and patients
need to be proactive for it to be effective. Some strategies may work for one
patient but not work for other patients. We show in (figure: 3) some of those
DCCs support resources.

Fig. 3. DCCs Support resources, projects and tools
A figure showing DCCs support resources and tools that the participants discussed, including i) tools to visualize and communicate patients’ symptoms, ii)
shared decision aids, iii) tools to flag conflicts and treatment plan interactions,
and iv) models to combine and moderate the operation of the care tools

4.3

Design sprint 3: (Decide)

In Design Sprint 3, the participants considered two ways to design for DCCs
needs. One way was to focus on a single stage of DCCs care and build a tool for
that stage. The second way consisted of mapping out an ecosystem to address the
care of patients with DCCs. Because multiple things need to be considered when
caring for DCCs, all participants agreed to focus on designing an ecosystem.
Designing an ecosystem for DCCs involved participants taking different tools and
learning how to put them together to address the individual needs of patients
with DCCs. (figure: 4) shows components that make up the DCCs ecosystem.
Here we briefly present i) critical components of an ecosystem for DCCs support,
and ii) considerations for an ecosystem for DCCs support.
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Critical components of an ecosystem for DCCs support

Fig. 4. Critical components of DCCs ecosystem
A figure showing some components that make an ecosystem, including i) patients at the center of their support network, ii) a tool that helps a patient
set goals and prepare for doctors office visits, iii) a model to guide doctorpatient discussion and goal-setting process, and iv) a tool to evaluate a patient’s
progress

Participants discussed how each of these parts fit together to address the
needs of patients with DCCs. For examples, P1 explains that:
”In case of when [patient] had a range of questions that he has gathered
over the past week . . . So that to [participant] is kind of attaches to that
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moment of conversation . . . a boundary object or a conversation tools
can support that conversation.”
Another tool that relates to similar needs is a shared decision aid, P2 explained
how
”[A doctor ] can like invite a patient and think through, like what they
want to talk about what’s important to them what they want the clinician
to know and their hopes and worries for the conversation”
4.5

Considerations for an ecosystem for DCCs support

Our experience engaging experts shows that the process of designing for the
DCCs ecosystem is a complicated one. Here we provide a sample of the participants’ concerns. For example, the participants found that there are a lot of parts
to be moved around.
”we have to bring things all together, one part should focus on helping
a patient self-reflect . . . This one part should deal with their emotions,
another [part] enables patient [to] get answers from other people”.- P2
Nonetheless, the participants discussed about introducing models to tie all these
items together. One of the participants suggested using the Appreciative Inquiry
Model, saying
”And then you have to do, your conceptual kind of thing . . . and use
the Appreciative Inquiry to guide that thinking” - P5
In this situation, patients may end up using multiple tools a day. There is a
need for a tool to help patients choose the tools appropriate for a given context.
For example, one participant explained
”If you have to describe the daily life scenario of [patient], from the
morning when he gets up, to the night [when] he goes to bed, interacting
with this in . . . different kind of scenarios.” - P4

5

Discussion

The Design Sprint participants (n=5) generated a diverse range of ideas for
supporting patients with DCCs. Here we discuss the using design sprints in
research and the design space for DCCs.
5.1

A case study of using design sprints in research

This work was a case study on how to engage the design team in design for a
complicated situation. We show how we engaged designers, who are less familiar
with the DCCs population, in the design process for identifying pain points. We
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provided a conceptual map on how to think about processes of designing for a complicated situation. First, every designer must understand
the problems associated with a complex situation. Secondly, in our case study,
we originally wanted the experts to design tools, but then experts wanted to
create an ecosystem. This changed our conceptualization of what a good solution was. Future researchers should be open to the direction of the research
changing slightly because you might find something really surprising that might
be beneficial. However, it is challenging to keep participants on task without
suppressing their creativity. In our case study, some of discussions that went off
track ended up leading to very positive, creative outcome, while other discussions did not. Future researchers need to explore how to master the
balance of being open to something while not allowing discussion to
go too far off course. We recommend the following strategies, First, nudge
the discussions within the sessions, this might be harder to manage within the
session. The time between design sprints (which are normally 90 minutes), gives
researchers the flexibility to reflect where discussions went off course and time to
figure-out how to bring the discussion back on task. This same break also gives
researchers time to reevaluate whether participants came up with something
creative that should be further pursued and explored more fully. It is also good
practice to ensure researchers have time to discuss the Design Sprint session
with their fellow researchers before they make decisions about the next session.
The second recommendation is to refer to focus group management techniques,
where there are people who dominate and people are more quiet. Researchers
should be careful to engage everyone and not make anyone feel left out. However,
if some participants are in really productive conversation, engaging a participant
who has been quiet at that moment might derail the conversation. Researchers
need to allow those discussions to finish before they try to bring the quiet people into the discussion. Finally, avoid asking participants open ended questions.
Instead, focus on re-engaging participants by asking more targeted questions to
direct the discussion. For example, “do you know how you might improve this
solution?
5.2

Design space for DCCs

Here we recommend three design directions, tools to empower patients make
and implement treatment goals, tools to record and communicate the DCCs
needs,and the DCC Ecosystem.
Tools to empower patients to make and implement treatment goals
In DCCs care, we need to understand that there is no generic, one-sizefits-all solution for DCCs patients. Machine learning algorithms can be used
to observe the interaction and learn the patient’s preferences. To do this, we
need to first identify the baseline to i) understand what patients care about
and why, ii) observe the behavior of patients and understand their needs with
data, and iii) be able to prompt patients at the right time. Thus, a feedback
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loop between patients and the system needs to be created and this loop needs
to evolve. A second consideration is the use of human input. For example, we
should allow a patient to decide what information is valuable enough to record
and prompt the patient to record the information at the appropriate times. We
understand, there is a lot of literature justifying why some patients don’t take
medication when they should. With that said, reminders alone may not solve
the problem and some patients will not record or take medications even when
they are reminded. We need to explore systems that address all types
of patients (patients who respond to reminders and patients that do
not respond reminders).
For example, designers should focus on helping patients understand what is
good for them. Such tools must; i) be empathetic, ii) provide the evidence necessary for the patient to make effective decisions or show patients what happened
in the past when a similar situation occurred, iii) explain to patients why they
are not feeling well and the benefits of the choices available to a patient, and iv)
prepare patients to pose questions to their providers and understand interactions
coming from multiple treatment plans. A patient should be placed at the center
of every design and designers have to understand that every time the system
generates a recommended action – a patient’s needs must come first.

Tools to record and communicate the DCCs needs
Patients with DCCs experience severe symptoms and multiple issues. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no system robust enough for these patients to
record and communicate their issues to multiple providers. The current healthcare system is relying upon the patient to personally communicate their issues,
and that is not fair, efficient, or accurate. Current studies confirm this argument.
For example, the Jacobs et al. [8] study on breast cancer patients showed that
oncologists and surgeons were interested in understanding the emotional health
of their patients, however, these patients hesitated to share this information.
Ongwere et al., showed that patients did not share all of their information because they assumed that providers may not be interested in some aspects of their
life, some patients were fearful of judgment and other patients forgot terms that
were used by their various providers [20]. Tools are being used to help patients
record and share their information. For example, online journals are used to track
patients’ information. However, the challenges associated with this type of tool
are the challenges of recording, filtering, and communicating that information
across multiple providers. There are health video blogs that allow individuals
with chronic illnesses to share their stories, experiences, and knowledge with the
general public [12]. There are also web-based personal health records that can
be used by patients to collect and manage their health information (e.g., medical history, past surgeries, medications, and allergies), request self-referrals, and
store a record of their consultations [28]. However, these systems employed data
entry methods that limit the range and content of patient-entered information
related to medical history, medications, laboratory tests, diagnostic studies, and
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immunizations [9]. The findings of this case study raise new questions about the
modalities of recording and sharing DCCs information with multiple providers.
First, because of their DCCs, we must understand that not every patient is
the same and may not relate similarly to the modality. Some patients with DCCs
may be visual, some may prefer writing or text, and others may want a voice.
Researchers should recognize that patients with DCCs are diverse and should be
provided with diverse modalities to record and share their information. Further,
these modalities may also be impacted by the events in a patient’s life. Future
research could explore how to provide a suitable tool for a patient to
record and share their information when in crisis/overwhelmed and
when they are stable. For example, i) the research could explore the design
of smart systems that can switch the modality based on the situation of an
individual patient with DCCs, and ii) research could also identify ways to help
patients emotionally prepare for interaction when in crisis and also when stable.
The DCC ecosystem
The effective support and care for patients with DCCs should be consistent
with the patient’s values, desires, and goals. The DCCs care and support should
be feasible and flexible to accommodate shifts in a patients’ life and must be
tailored so it makes intellectual, emotional, and practical sense to a patient.
Studies are looking to help patients and healthcare providers set the care goals
that are tailored to each patient’s needs. For example, the use of decision aids
help clinicians share information about the options and their consequences during the clinical encounter [4]. The decision aids help clinicians tailor care and
reduce the burden of treatment on patients with DCCs and help patients reflect
on their values and goals with their healthcare providers. Some tools such as
motivational interviewing help create conversations about the options and their
relative merits and downsides [25].
For DCCs, any modification to a patient’s treatment plan often introduces
new complications to patients’ care [20]. If a patient wants to make a modification to their treatment, the research could explore how to bring into the forefront
the issues that may matter to a patient in making that switch. More specially,
research must visualize what it would be like to stop or introduce a new treatment plan. There are apps that are designed to help visualize patients’ health
histories and symptom maps, with a focus on people living with complex conditions [15]. Patients may visualize and communicate their histories and symptoms
maps. However, communicating with a provider alone might not necessarily lead
a patient to change their behavior or solve a problem. Sometimes a patient may
be struggling to get around their mood and other patients may be scared of
change. If there is a need to switch a treatment plan, a tool must show how that
process would look like. Further, a tool must have an interactive interface where
a patient could visualize how minimizing one behavior may affect their quality
of life. Thus, identifying the pain points and making all potential issues tangible
to a patient can help them in a crisis. Such a tool may take a real-time log of a
patient’s thoughts. Such a tool may also monitor whether a patient is not going
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to relapse and should show a patient’s current trajectory. There are systems
that are already addressing such multiple needs. For example, Health-Kits and
multi-components applications. However, patients need to be supported in identifying the combination of tools that work best for their involving and complex
needs. Future research should explore how DCCs can be addressed,
by combining existing single condition tools and systems and how to
guide patients with DCCs in identifying the combination of systems
and tools that make an ecosystem that is appropriate for their situation. Further, putting together multiple sets of tools could be a challenge.
For example, some of the tools could be owned by private companies looking to
make profits, others may be very difficult to integrate. Future research could
explore how to address this engineering challenge and how to make a
theoretical concept adaptable to technology.

6

Conclusion

In this study, we show how design experts explored the DCCs problems space,
and discussed and refined strategies to address the problems they identified.
The design experts focused on discussing the ideas for conceptual tools that
make patients the center of the design. For example, they strongly suggested
the need for i) tools that frame feedback around patients’ experiences rather
than framing feedback around statistical risks, ii) tools to visualize a patient’s
progression and motivate patients using gamification, and iii) tools that are
capable of providing a view of all the patient’s conditions, instead of individual
conditions. When a patient reports a condition, the participants suggest that
it should be placed in the context of their other conditions regardless of which
condition caused the symptom. Experts decided that the best way to address
the DCCs was to combine tools to form an ecosystem. When conducting design
sprints, the following strategies worked for us; First, introducing participants
to design space in the first meeting and laying a solid foundation. The second
item was analyzing and reflecting on the design trajectory after every Design
Sprint session. This allowed us to answer design questions (DQ 1 and DQ 2)
and formulate discussion points to be used at the next Design Sprint session.
Finally, having designers keep an open mind and allowing them the flexibility
to explore fresh conceptual design ideas. However, this may result in experts
diverging from designing for the original problem/need. There is a need for a
high level of management to keep experts focused on the original problem.
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